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Brilliant
Brilliant Anupreeta. Empathy is such a
"need of the hour". I love your "why
rock the boat" attitude, can be a barrier,
and your detailing on "empathy
fatigue" is an eyeopener. I also feel ,
empathy can be cultivated organisation
wide  as we start teaching "kindness in
leadership" to our managers across the
board. Also well done to "Business
Manager for covering a burning topic
of the day! - Anil Sethi

Relevance
Nice one Anupreeta. While the
relevance of empathy has been time
immemorial, the fast paced short term
life with increased distractions is only
reducing empathy as a value. With
reduced physical engagement and
scattered universe, it's left to the
immediate manager to drive. Building,
auditing measuring and making
empathy as integral cultural driver as
Integrity is key to ensure its presence.

- Uttam Ghosh

Timely
Very true. In today’s troubled
environment, with unexpected
thrusting of pandemic upon all of us,
what managers need to do is handle
their associates with empathy. Ensuring
psychological safety at this juncture
makes a lot of difference. Timely article
and I congratulate Anil Sir for bringing
out this .

- Adama Jagan Mohan Reddy

Wonderful
Wonderful article Annapurna mam. Loved it
absolutely. Man is a complex being to deal with.
Your article shows how passionate you are towards
these minor concepts of human relations and on
how to handle them.                                           - Soni M

Second downside
Great, Anupreeta Lall! Got leads to look up some
interesting resources through your piece. An
issue that jogs my mind at times is related with
the second downside of empathy that you have
identified. I believe that social media has fostered
the sense of community, accentuating connects
within families, socio-linguistic and caste-based
groups, alumni associations, etc. The obvious
question that all in positions of authority need to
think about is whether they are crossing the line,
and being unfair to those who do not belong
with them. A wider, and more nuanced meaning
of D&I, if you will...                                           

-  Amitava Mukherji

Understand more
Most of the IR and people related issue in
organisation is due to poor empathy, human
touch and mind set. We must understand
capabilities, effectiveness and potential of
employees. 

- Ravindra Pareek

Amazing!
It just amazes me on how you weave in emapthy
in every action. Thank you for sharing. 

- Sajita Thomas

Kudos
Sincere thanks Anil Kaushik and the Business
Manager Team. I am very thankful and elated,
that you featured my thoughts in the magazine.
Also, I must confess that I am very impressed with
the content and spread of articles, which the
edition covered. Kudos!

- Anupreeta Lall

Excellent articles in the issue.   

- Aquil Busrai

Read it again. Came away equally
impressed. Super read!!       

- Sanjay Bose
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From the Editor’s Desk

April 2021
Vol. 23, No. 10

E very profession has faced challenges in 2020 but post pandemic most impacted
profession is HR which has not only fought the unique challenges last year but has
also been keeping prepared self and its people in organization to address the future

uncertainties. HR leadership has a history of climb but this time opportunity has thrown
two options-either to remain on periphery or acquire the center stage in business.

No doubt that every function has its own set of expectations from HR in organization but
without getting confused, HR has to read writing on the wall and prove its work.
Challenges and issues are many before HR leadership today and in near future. To name
the few are understanding the fast changing  work and work place intricacies and
preparing the  organization to develop customized solutions, working towards  employees
mental well being and psychological safety in a people-first culture, moving towards
owning their roles as business professionals, adapting to proliferation of technology and
other innovations, creating a competitive edge through workforce re-skilling and up-
skilling and using data to its best  in information age. It offers an opportunity to HR
leadership to emerge as a profession that can shepherd organizations and workforce
through the new normal and so the HR leadership has too much in his plate.

As qualities/competencies of HR leaders and their personality traits are discussed by
experts in the cover story of this edition, let us touch upon certain other aspects. Future is
expected to be of gig economy, flexi working, virtual work, hybrid workplaces, remote
collaboration, agility and technology based team work. HR leadership by creating a
balance in data driven insights with human insights and blending HR technology with
human capital should concentrate on individual and organizational resilience, human
machine partnership, mutual trust and transparency and creativity and innovation. 

As HR leadership is expected to adopt transformative approaches in talent management,
obstacles in earning a stronger strategic role will also be there. Time is for understanding
the obstacles, removing them and acquiring the role of business professional. While
leadership in HR demands sensitivity towards workforce needs, it also has to work out on
creating a responsive workforce to navigate through troubled waters.

This edition cover story is an attempt to identify HR leadership competencies and
personality traits required in 2021 and beyond and prepare all its people   to handle
successfully the future uncertainties.

If you like it let us know. If not, well, let us know that too.

Happy Reading!

Opportunity to acquire center stage

@ tdanil
anilkaushik

anilkaushik

Anil Kaushik
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BANKS must 
FOCUS on drivers 
of BUSINESS
OUTCOMES : 
Dr. Anil Khandelwal

Dr. Anil K. Khandelwal has come out with his new book
“Transformational Leadeship in Banking” after two best selling
books “Dare to Lead” and “CEO-Chess Master or Gardener” . His
latest book has been recently launched. On the ocassion, BM talked
to him on various aspects of HR leadership in banking sector.

Excerpts from in the interview :

The theme of your post retirement work is on
transforming Indian Banking. Most Bankers Focus on
operational stuff like rising NPAs, recapitalisation
issues and many other operational issues like interest
rates, retail portfolio, but you seem to doggedly
pursue a different kind of narrative. Could you
elaborate about your take on the Banking
industry?

AK You are very right. It is not
that I am not concerned
about operational issues. I
headed two public sector
banks and am quite
conversant about various
issues. The point is that
everyone knows about
the problems and issues
in Banking and daily
newspapers are full of
them. I believe that
reforms and
transformation alone
can turn around the
Banking sector. Instead
of focussing too much
on business outcomes,
we need to focus on
drivers of business
outcomes. In VUCA
(Volatility,

Dr. Anil K. Khandelwal is a former Chairman and managing Director of Bank of Baroda and Dena Bank. He is a
well known transformational leader in the Banking industry. He is the only Indian Banker to be honoured with the
Life time achievement award by the Asian Banker, Singapore for his transforming Bank of Baroda through
multiple initiatives. He is also a recipient of Life time achievement award from the National HRD Network. He is a
prolific writer who has authored/co-authored/edited/co-edited eight books. An international key-note speaker
and leadership trainer, he is an avid traveller having visited 80 countries.
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Banks must focus on drivers of business outcomes : Dr. Anil Khandelwal

uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity) environment, we need to
strengthen the  drivers of business which are technology, people,
leadership, culture and governance or otherwise Banks will move from
one problem to another. Banks will have to play strategic role in
reviving the economy post Covid and transformation of Indian
Banking is now an un-postponable agenda.

How your present book does address these concerns?

AK As you know, Public sector banks (PSBs) in India continue to face
several challenges and in this context, this book has curated through
carefully commissioned and researched articles and discussions with
practitioners, experts and senior leaders of the banking industry on
what should be the new reform agenda look like, how the policy
makers should go about implementing it and where the immediate
priorities should be.. How these issues will build a resilient and robust
banking system to contribute to economic development of India and
how they will become sound financial entities. Leading icons with
deep understanding of issues have articulated an actionable agenda
for reforms. The grounded practitioners insights provides pointers to
what needs to change and how? The book provides a ready to
implement reform package.

Can you elaborate on what exactly not worked despite recent
amalgamation of some banks, recommendations of various
committee reports including your committee on HR (Khandelwal
Committee)?

AK Most discussions and reform efforts have so far focussed on addressing
issues that deal with legacy banking practices, such as governance,
financial performance (NPAs, etc), and re-capitalization. While useful,
such reform efforts have three main drawbacks :

They were piece-meal, ad-hoc and lacked integrated thinking;
(Gyan Sangam, Indradhanush, PSB Manthan, BBB)

They implicitly assume that externally imposed reforms are
effective;

They do not address the core issue, which is neglect of intangibles,
such as culture, talent, application of sound HR principles to board
functions, and leadership.

PSBs have two key reports, Khandelwal Committee report (20100 on
HR and Nayak Committee report (2014) on Governance. If only policy
makers look at these reports and take some bold and integrated set of
actions to make PSBs market driven in real sense and not constrained
by bureaucratic micro-managing, PSBs can be restored to compete
with private sector Banks. The good part is that there is no shortage of
passion in PSB staff. Let us trust them.

The combined force of above three drawbacks have made banks ill-
quipped for the future of banking, which is going to be based more on
technologies and talent. The existing HR policies framework, mind-set
and practices, as Khandelwal committee, pointed out more than 10
years back are the biggest risk.

The need for an integrated transformation, particularly in areas of
culture, talent, and HR area is long over-due. Coincidently, such a
transformation will not only alleviate many of the legacy challenges,
but will also prepare PSBs towards the emerging future of banking,
which is likely to be based on technologies (digitalization) and talent.
Culture and HR are the common interventions, whether our focus is
on legacy or emerging challenges.

The emphasis on culture is not a
HR rhetoric. Over past few years,
leading international bodies and
regulators have started focussing
on culture as a pathway to build
better, resilient and safer banks.
There is a growing recognition that
approaches, which rely totally on
externally driven regulation,
compliance, rules and control do
not go far enough, and may even be
counter-productive.

What are key issues in governance
structure of PSBs that is acting as a
major barrier in their living to full
potential?

AK While complex governance is a
recognised bottleneck area,
particularly in the context of PSBs,
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Banks must focus on drivers of business outcomes : Dr. Anil Khandelwal

become transactional in nature with short tenures, undifferentiated
wage structure and absence of any reward system. The scale of
challenges in the banking sector reflect a need for transformational
leadership, which could take an integrated view, engage employees
and stakeholders, and build better banks. The action is required both
at the level of government and empowered board levels. PSBs
depleting market share compared to private banks only shows as to
how important is the need for reforms.

It is a common place to talk about talent and how important it is in
banks. Unfortunately, there is lack of recognition - and therefore a
high risk - on how constraining the lack of talent could be to PSBs in
the future given the complexities and specialist nature of banking
functions. Lack of talent could potentially turn a well-capitalised bank
into a systemic banking risk. Addressing this important risk requires
an immediate recognition by all stakeholders .Banks are today
constrained by SC judgment against campus recruitment,
handicapped by lateral hires appointments etc.

Are there Banks which have shown leadership within the same
constraints in building HR function?

AK The book also contains carefully chosen inspiring case-studies from
four leading banks. It is an important contribution, because, despite
numerous constraints, there are best practices and good work
happening. Unfortunately, such initiatives are not well-known,
recognized and shared. This book makes an important contribution in
this area, and I hope it leads to developing an HR centre of Excellence
in Banking, which could provide integrated intellectual and practical
sharing of such success stories on a regular basis. We should not and
cannot afford to miss and recognize how best practices in HR in some
banks have contributed to making banking sector better despite
numerous constraints.

Who do you think will mainly benefit from this book?

AK While conceptualising this book, I mainly addressed the issues from
the perspective of the policy planners, CEOs, Board and leaders of the
future as well as researchers and academicians. It will sharpen the
thinking of anyone interested in the health of the Indian Banks.

where this book differs is how the
application of HR principles to
board matters and functioning
could make a significant difference.
The range of reform agenda covers
issues such as appointment of
Board members (it is done under
the 50 year old Nationalisation Act)
board  members competence in the
digital context  and its  autonomy
in deciding the Board composition,
CEO and full time directors and
their tenures and compensation
etc.. These are very serious issues
which need substantive reforms.
Nayak committee has deliberated
on these issues and has provided a
workable strategy. Similarly
Khandelwal committee has
suggested some key reforms like
bank wise wage structure by
dismantling industry level wage
system, professionalisation of HR,
longer tenure for the CEOs and full
time Board members and a full time
Executive Director for HR function.
Many outdated HR systems and
process are not in synch with the
modern banking in a digitised
world.

Leadership in Banking, given the
overall context, has the tendency to

The scale of
challenges in the

banking sector
reflect a need for

transformational
leadership, which

could take an
integrated view,

engage
employees and

stakeholders, and
build better banks. 

BM






